Previous LEGACY players have continued to attend and play at top universities across the U.S including some of the following:

- Stanford
- Duke
- Ohio State
- Temple
- SJU
- Penn State
- MIT
- Jefferson

Anne Li, graduate of Legacy is Junior Wimbledon Finalist and currently ranked #120 in the world WTA
**Competitive CLINICS**

**Munchkin Clinic (1hr)** 🎉
This clinic introduces 4-7 year-old children to the game of tennis through a variety of fun, skill-building activities. Participants will play on 36-foot courts.  
13 Week Cost: $210 for Philadelphia residents | $230 for Non-residents

**Competitive Clinic (1.5hrs)** 🎉🎉
Competitive Clinic is for players ages 8-18 at an intermediate level. Participants will play on 60-foot and 78-foot courts.  
13 Week Cost: $270 for Philadelphia residents | $300 for Non-residents

**Tournament Training Competitive (2hrs)** 🎉🎉🎉
For performance players ages 9-18 who are committed to a full tournament schedule, and have the desire to compete on the National Level. Players in this clinic have aspirations and ability to play at a collegiate level. Participants will play on 78-foot courts.  
13 Week Cost: $370 for Philadelphia residents | $400 for Non-residents

**Tournament Training 1 (2hrs)** 🎉
Tournament Training 1 is an intense training program for players ages 12-18. Players are introduced to high-performance training and expected to train at a high level.  
The goal of this program is to develop all aspects of the student’s game - technical, strategy, tactics, psychological (mental/emotional) and physical/athletic - with the intent of developing the skills needed to help each student reach their full potential as a player. This program is for players who are committed to training and competing in tournaments on a full-time basis.  
13 Week Cost: $450 for Philadelphia residents | $490 for Non-residents

**HomeSchool CLINICS**

**LEGACY Home School (3hrs)** 🎉🎉🎉
LEGACY Home School clinic has a little bit to offer for everyone. Players will focus on developing a solid technical base in movement and stroke competency. In order to be properly challenged players will be broken up based on skill and age.  
13 Week Cost: $705 for Philadelphia residents and Non-residents

**LEGACY Home School Elite (3hrs)** 🎉🎉🎉
LEGACY Home School Elite is a high-intensity program for players that are ranked and have an aspiration to be a top sectional and national level player. Training includes drill, match play, fitness, and strategy. Recommended for players in Tournament Training 1.  
13 Week Cost: $1170 for Philadelphia residents and for Non-residents

**PRIVILEGES LESSONS**
LEGACY offers private lessons as part of the comprehensive programming offered here at the LEGACY Center. Rates for private lessons are based on pro levels: Director, Senior Lead, Lead and Staff. Work with your private coach to lock in your spots before courts sell out, and if you’re new to private lessons at Legacy, let us know and we will help place you! Lessons expire 8/31/2021

**LESSON PACKAGE**
Buy 12 lessons and get the 13th free when you register with 40% down!